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New Bourg Booklet Maker ExPress
First In-Line Booklet Making Solution
for HP Indigo 7000 Digital Series
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History

Beginning
On the 15th of December 1960, Christian-Pierre Bourg set up a company called Thomas Collator Europe with an initial capital of
$70,000 and a team of 6 employees. The aim of the company was to sell American-made collating machines in Europe, Africa and the
Middle East.
In 1962, the European market was rapidly expanding and required more advanced technology. Christian-Pierre Bourg responded to the
needs of this market by manufacturing semi-automatic collators under license.
In 1969, he was approached by a company interested in purchasing Thomas Collator Europe. Refusing to be bought, Christian-Pierre
Bourg combined experience with imagination and filed an application for patents on his unique collating machines. From this point on,
the company was known under the name of C.P. Bourg s.a./n.v..

C.P. Bourg
The company manufactured and distributed its own range of collating machines. However, Christian-Pierre Bourg saw an opportunity
to expand his business by incorporating machines further down the line such as booklet makers. He added these machines to his
company’s portfolio. With the continued development of the products and growth of the manufacturing facilities, the Bourg product
name became an established trademark in the industry. The company continued expanding its distribution and manufacturing
capabilities to other continents. In 1977, C.P. Bourg Inc. was established in New Bedford, Massachusetts, to function as C.P. Bourg’s
headquarters for the North and South American markets. At the same time, the company was rapidly developing its activities in Europe.
This rapid expansion was the result of visionary research & development, high productivity and synergy between the various parts of
the organization.

Acquisitions
In 1986, C.P. Bourg acquired Ordibel, a Belgian company that manufactured and distributed competing collating products on a
worldwide basis. This acquisition provided increased production capacity, complementary worldwide distribution as well as key
subsidiaries in France and Japan.
Three years later, C.P. Bourg acquired A.P.E., a high-tech electronics company. Later, this company became C.P. Bourg Electronics
and was responsible for developing and manufacturing electronic products which were distributed either as stand-alone products or
as components that integrated with existing C.P. Bourg machines. This acquisition provided C.P. Bourg with advanced technology that
allowed for avant-garde solutions tailored to the changing market.

Present
The early 2000’s have seen an extension of the OEM customer base with prestigious partners like HP Indigo. Our high-end binders,
like the BB3002 EVA/PUR, are recognized as the benchmark in single clamp hot melt binders, meeting binding requirements of coated
media used in digital color printing environments. C.P. Bourg has developed an award winning high speed sheet feeder for In-Line and
Off-Line applications. Our booklet making products are dedicated to process digitally printed color media through the Bleed Crease
Module and our award winning high-end booklet maker. In the last few years, workflow automation was integrated into our In-Line
and Off-Line finishing solutions. Nearly 50 years of continued growth and investment have made it possible for C. P. Bourg to refine a
strategy which rests on three pillars – quality, innovation and efficiency. These are the guiding principles that motivate and unite C.P.
Bourg’s employees around the world to make the Company what it is today: the leader in print finishing equipment.
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Values

Mission statement
For over fifty years, C.P. Bourg initiated and promoted new technologies to adapt to the modernization of the printing industry. Our
success is founded on our core company values of quality, innovation and efficiency.

Quality
Our employees pride themselves in delivering the highest value consistently across all stages of production of our machines. We
perform extensive chemical, physical and mechanical research during the development stage, rigorous stress tests during the
manufacturing stage, and a friendly and informed customer service during our distribution stage. Our procedure for quality control is
ISO 9001 certified. It is because we focus on quality that we maintain privileged relationships with companies such as HP®, KODAK®,
OCE®, and XEROX®.

Innovation
Our employees are determined to stay ahead of competition and to improve existing products or to produce new products that go
beyond industry standards. How does this happen? You send us your feedback, our after-sales team takes this information and together
with the engineering team, works on constantly evolving our machines. With this kind of cooperation, we can guarantee a reliable
present and future relationship between our company and your company. A good example of this is the collaboration that led to the
success of the Bourg Book Factory BBF2005, which won the GATF InterTech Technology Award, and the new Bourg Binder BB3102.

Efficiency
Our efficiency results from continuous investments in our people and facilities. These investments enable the integration of the latest
technologies into our manufacturing process, as well as the development of highperformance products that are both dependable and
competitive. At C.P. Bourg, we develop and manufacture “On-Demand’’ Pre-Print and Post-Print paper handling products, and printfinishing products in conjunction with world leaders in the digital-printing industry who have their own worldwide distribution networks.
C.P. Bourg operates two manufacturing sites, one in Belgium and one in the United States, operated by our sister company, CP. Bourg
Inc. Through our subsidiaries in Luxembourg, France and Germany, and our comprehensive network of dealers, we have direct access
to our global customer base, providing high quality sales and service support for our products. Throughout North and South America,
Bourg products are distributed by C.P. Bourg Inc., headquartered in New Bedford, Massachusetts. More than sixty thousand customers
can testify to our continuous commitment to building products of quality, innovation, and efficiency for the future.
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Bourg Booklet Maker ExPress
HP Indigo 7000 Digital Series

c.p. bourg unveils the New in-line booklet making
solution For HP Indigo 7000 digital series presses
First in-line booklet maker for HP Indigo 7000 digital Series Presses delivers fast turnaround times and
effortless, set-secure production of booklets, flyers, calendars documents for transaction processing
applications in banking, insurance and financial services and other finished products with unparalleled quality
while improving finishing speed, efficiency and flexibility.
Aimed at stitch-fold-trim finishing production in digital on-demand and web-to-print environments, the Bourg
Booklet Maker ExPress is able to operate “24/7” at the full-rated speed of the HP Indigo 7000 Series Digital
Press to which it is docked. Because the booklet maker is fully integrated, automated and synchronized with
the HP Indigo Press, it can produce even ultra-short-run jobs quickly and with superb quality, without operator
intervention. The Bourg Booklet Maker ExPress is based on the award-winning Bourg BM-e Booklet Maker
and Bourg BCM-e Bleed Crease Module engineered to operate seamlessly with the right-to-left paper path and
Duplex 2-up formats of HP Indigo 7000 Series Digital Presses. The paper flow follows an advanced stitch–
fold–trim process technology enabling the Bourg Booklet Maker ExPress A4 and letter-sized booklets with up
to 120 pages (30 sheets) and with guaranteed set integrity.
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Bourg Booklet Maker ExPress
HP Indigo 7000 Digital Series

5m
16.4 ft
0,69 m
2.26 ft

2,47 m
8.10 ft

BM-e

0,92 m
3.02 ft

1,47 m
4.82 ft

BCM-e

0,37 m
1.20 ft

Bridge

The paper-path follows a right to left process, same as the one on the HP Indigo 7000 Series Digital Presses.

25 mm
1”

HP PRESS

MAX

25 mm
1”

330 mm
12.99”

331 mm
13”

25 mm
1”

216 mm
8.5”

482,6 mm
19”

25 mm
1”

HP PRESS

MIN

25 mm
1”

280 mm
11”

230 mm
9”

25 mm
1”
420 mm
16.5”

210 mm
8.2”
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Solutions Summary
BCM-e

Bourg Bleed Crease Module
The BCM-e has a unique design which enables it to process individual sheets at very high
speeds while maintaining extreme precision. Offering the highest quality knife creasing
– superior to wheel creasing – the BCM product line can adapt to the variable speeds of
connectable equipment. The BCM-e is designed to be connectable with C.P. Bourg’s e-series
Off-Line products.
Advantages

Features

Benefits

Connectability

- Bourg Sheet Feeder
- Bourg Booklet Maker, Bourg Document Finisher

- Booklet making solution for digital needs

Graphical User Interface
(GUI) (optional)

- User-friendly industrial grade color touch screen
- Single GUI for entire finishing line can be connected
wirelessly to any tablet, smartphone or computer

- Control your entire finishing remotely
- Remote diagnostics, statistics and much more

Bleed trim function

- Sheets entering the BCM are registered and both
lateral strips are cut
- Bleed trim function may be bypassed

- Removes white borders of digitally printed sheets
- Capable of correcting printing imperfections with
asymmetric trimming

Crease function

- Highest quality knife creasing at top speeds
- Crease function may be applied to cover, all sheets,
or bypassed

- Optimal productivity creasing
- Allows the booklet maker to fold without breaking
paper grain (especially for heavy covers)
- Allows for different creasing depth (to adjust
creasing for paper weight)

Waste bin

- Up to 4 hours of capacity
- Can be emptied while machine is in operation

- Easy and efficient waste disposal

Interface Feeder Booklet
maker (IFB)

- Enables manual feeding and ejects double feeds

- The ejected content can be easily re-used
- Provides more flexibility

Technical specifications
Media

electrical / acoustic

Weight

50 to 350 gsm

Bleed/trim

4 to 25.4 mm
0.2 to 1 in
Operational mode

physical
Weight

120V ±10%, 60Hz, 8A
230V ±10%, 50Hz, 5A

Power supply

300 kg
650 lbs

Power consumption

1,200 W

Radiant heat

5,700 BTU/hour

Sound level

75 dB

Power consumption

350 W

Radiant heat

2,500 BTU/hour

Standby mode
Maximum speed

5

12,000 sheets/hour

Bourg Booklet Maker ExPress
BM-e ExPress

Bourg Booklet Maker
The BM-e is C.P. Bourg’s high-end award winning booklet maker that utilizes the
latest technology to generate unparalleled quality booklets for its market segment.
The paper flow follows a stitch–fold–trim process with guaranteed set integrity and
a maximum speed of 5,000 booklets per hour. Large sheet sizes of 370 x 600 mm
(14.57 x 23.62 in) and A4 (letter) landscape booklets can be processed through the
BM-e with ease. The Off-Line application BSF + BCM-e + BM-e is an ideal solution
for digital printers. Output from any engine (digital or pre-collated offset) can easily
be placed into the Bourg Sheet Feeder (BSF). Through this solution, sheets will follow
an automated bleed, crease, stitch, fold, trim process to create booklets of up to 120
pages (30 sheets).
Features

Advantages

Benefits

Connectability

- Bourg Sheet Feeder
- Square Edge module

- Booklet making solution for offset and digital needs
- Transforms booklets into square edged booklets

Stitch Fold Trim up to 120 page
booklets

- Stitch fold trim up to 30 sheets (80 gsm)
120 page booklet
- Stitches up to 60 sheets without folds

- Ability to process jobs with more content

Graphical User Interface (GUI)
(optional)

- User-friendly industrial grade color touch screen
- Single GUI for entire finishing line can be connected
wirelessly to any tablet, smartphone or computer.

- Easy to use interface
- Control your entire finishing remotely
- Remote diagnostics, statistics and much more

In-operation adjustments

- Job adjustments can be performed
via the GUI “Run” menu

- Fine tuning adjustments of stitch, fold, trim while
BM-e is in operation

Stitch fold module

- Automatic stitch head adjustment
- Heads can be disengaged
- Unique folding belt technology applying a maximum
pressure of 300 kg (661 lbs) via book press

- Automatic top, corner, side, or saddle stitching
- Flatter booklets

2 to 4 stitch heads

- Hohner or ISP heads
- Hohner can accommodate a loop kit (optional)

- Large range of stitching possibilities

ISP head features

- Toolless cassette replacement

- Plug & Play stitch heads

Purge feature

- Automatic ejection of faulted jobs enabling
continuous production

- Minimal time loss for faulty jobs

Eject tray

- Secondary exit for jobs that do not require folding
- Enables ejection of faulty jobs

- Multipurpose secondary exit
- Can be used as small stacker

Trim module (optional)

- Self-adjusts to book thickness
- Blade-against-blade trimming

- Fully automated trimming
- Highest quality cuts

Visible straight paper path

- Complete job visibility

- Ease of intervention and traceability

Technical specifications

physical
Weight

550 kg
1,200 lbs

Maximum speed

5,000 sets/hour

Maximum pages

30 sheets/booklet
90 gsm
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